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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear editor,

Please find below the responses to reviewers accompanying the enclosed revised manuscript (changes in red).

We hope that the revisions in the manuscript and our accompanying responses will be sufficient to make our manuscript suitable for publication in the Journal of Medical Case Report.

Sincerely,

On behalf of all authors,

Hanan RAISS
Responses to reviewers:

The first section should be called Introduction and not Background: Done.

Give complete past medical, social, family, and environmental history. What medications was the patient on prior to diagnosis?: Done

Give detailed physical and neurological examination on admission. What was the temperature, pulse, blood pressure and temperature, on admission? Was urinalysis done?: Done

Give all results of laboratory findings (i.e. CBC, liver and renal functions), etc): Done

Add a picture of the pathological biopsy of the poorly differentiated carcinoma: Unfortunately, for technical reasons, we no longer have access to pathological pictures

What was the exact cause of death? Was it aspiration?: The cause of death was uncontrolled hemorrhage

Was an autopsy performed, and what were the findings?: Autopsy was not performed.